Jay M. Hammond
Recent Grants

$500,000: The Virtual York Minister: The Lady Chapel, proof of concept phase from the Chapter of the York Minister Cathedral, June 2007-May 2008.

$3,000,000 grant over four years (pending): The Virtual York Minister, main phase from the Chapter of the York Minister Cathedral, July 2009-May 2012.

$70,000 grant over three years: “Advancing Ongoing Program Review as Proactive Pedagogy by Creating Learning Communities that Foster Assessment,” from the Wabash Center, funded by the Lilly Endowment, August 2005-August 2008.

$50,000 proof of concept: The Virtual Basilica of Saint Francis of Assisi, from the Office of Innovation and Intellectual Property at Saint Louis University, September 2005.

$20,000 grant over three years; “Assessment as Proactive Pedagogy,” from the Wabash Center, funded by the Lilly Endowment, September 2002-May 2005.